Physical Education Major - Check Sheet
2009-2010

The major requires completion of 75 hours.
Note: A grade of “C” or higher is required in all the courses listed below.

BIOL 11 hours
101* (3)  □ completed ___ term planned  Principles of Biology
214   (4)  □ completed ___ term planned  Human Anatomy & Physiology I
215   (4)  □ completed ___ term planned  Human Anatomy & Physiology II

EDUC 23 hours
201  (3)  □ completed ___ term planned  Foundation of Education
335  (3)  □ completed ___ term planned  Practicum in P-12 Education
339  (3)  □ completed ___ term planned  Reading in the Content Areas
342  (2)  □ completed ___ term planned  Educational Technology
498 (12) □ completed ___ term planned  P-12 Student Teaching

SSPE 41 hours
110 (3)  □ completed ___ term planned  Foundations of Sport and Physical Education
203 (3)  □ completed ___ term planned  Sport Psychology
207 (2)  □ completed ___ term planned  Emergency Care and Injury Prevention
302 (3)  □ completed ___ term planned  Organization and Administration in Sport and Physical Educ
304 (3)  □ completed ___ term planned  Principles of Lifetime Fitness and Wellness
306 (3)  □ completed ___ term planned  Adapted Physical Education
315 (3)  □ completed ___ term planned  Measurement and Evaluation
320 (3)  □ completed ___ term planned  Motor Behavior
352 (3)  □ completed ___ term planned  Teaching and Analysis of Team Sports
353 (3)  □ completed ___ term planned  Teaching and Analysis of Dual and Individual Sports
408 (3)  □ completed ___ term planned  Kinesiology
430 (3)  □ completed ___ term planned  Methods of Teaching Physical Education in Elementary Schoo
431 (3)  □ completed ___ term planned  Methods of Teaching Physical Education in Secondary School
433 (3)  □ completed ___ term planned  Exercise Physiology

* Course satisfies a core requirement
The 2009-2010 Catalog supersedes this checksheet.